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AGENDA

• 2020 Campaign Plans
• Community
• Key Accomplishments
1. Campaign will take place predominately via Social Media

2. Campaign themes – Digital skills and Cybercrime

3. ENISA engagement “Ask Me Anything” session with the public - TBC
COMMUNITY

• Federal Chancellery of Austria
• CERT Belgium
• CERT Bulgaria
• National Cyber and Information Security Agency Czech Republic
• Sikker Digital Denmark
• CERT Estonia
• National Cyber Security Centre Finland
• National Cybersecurity Agency of France (ANSSI)
• Federal Office for Information Security Germany (BSI)
• Safer Internet for Kids Greece
• National Cyber Security Centre Hungary (NCSC)
• Cyberworld Awareness and Security Enhancement Services Luxembourg
• Communications Regulatory Authority of the Republic of Lithuania
• CERT Latvia
• Malta Information Technology Agency
• Norwegian Centre for Information Security (NorSIS)
• Ministry of Justice and Security Netherlands
• Research & Academic Computer Network Poland (NASK)
• National Cyber Security Centre Portugal
• CERT Romania
• CERT Slovenia
• National Security Department Spain
• The Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency (MSB)
• Swiss Internet Security Alliance Switzerland
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GET INVOLVED

Visit www.cybersecuritymonth.eu and take part in an activity in your area.

Follow us:

Twitter: #CyberSecMonth
Facebook: CyberSecMonthEU

Cybersecurity is a Shared Responsibility!